
PROGRAMMING 

This document is going to be a working document to guide programming for the 
facilities during the shielding protocols instituted to reduce infection risk. 

PROGRAMMING ROLE 

Our role as a team is to continue programming; providing a distraction from the 
limitations, and ensuring that residents still have a quality of life. 

During this time we want to provide opportunities for activities that could be done 
independently and continue with activities that have been scheduled that consider 
the following: 

• No external volunteers 
• No outings 
• No functions or activities more than 15 residents at a time 

Our role in these times is also to provide the link between the residents and the 
outside community and services they usually access. 

PROGRAMMING 

We have reduced our programming to include only activities in small groups. We have 
cancelled all outings and also any arrangements for external schools and volunteers 
to visit the residences. 

We have developed a weekly newsletter: a communication for the residents that 
includes; encouraging words, practical information sharing, and puzzles. 

If there is a further escalation we will reduce to independent activities, and no group 
gatherings or activities. 

LINK TO COMMUNITY AND SERVICES 

Communication services to families: As residents cannot practically see and talk to 
their families. A cell phone number has been provided to families to contact residents 



in the facilities. These are residents that don’t have their own cell phone or method 
of communication. Or residents that are unable to contact family due to health 
conditions.

A schedule is drawn up for each facility and managed daily where families’ book calls 
with the particular resident. At the agreed time a programming staff member will 
make the call and facilitate the phone call between the resident and family member. 

Airtime: One of the items that residents require to connect to the outside, is airtime for 
their cell phones. We have resourced with cell phone recharging machines that sells 
airtime. If residents require airtime they go to the staff that run their programming 
activities and purchase what they need. 

Shopping: Groceries are being purchased based on lists supplied by the residents. 
These items will be supplied in an additional tuck shop for residents. We are also 
created a wish list for residents who have specific individual items they need that 
cannot be provided by the tuckshop.

ATM withdrawals: in order for residents to access other services on the property such 
as airtime and shopping they would need to draw money. We have arranged with 
finance to have a credit card machine set up, where residents can come and swipe 
their card and receive cash.  


